Waldhaus Arena
The event location in a 5-star hotel park
Inspiring events in a unique environment
What turns an event into an unforgettable experience?
We believe: an intelligent combination of information and emotion. Fascinating subjects and stirring speakers meet stateof-the-art seminar technology, perfect organization and an attractive program of activities in an inspiring ambiance. 90
minutes from Zurich, with the Waldhaus Arena and an experienced event team, Waldhaus Flims offers first-class premises
for every kind of event up to 1600 persons. The unique environment of our 5-star resort creates a campus-like atmosphere
that contributes to a successful event experience.
In addition to the Waldhaus Arena, we have three other seminar centers with a total of 16 seminar spaces available: the
magnificent historic Belle Epoque Pavillon with ballroom for conferences and congresses of up to 300 persons, the
Belmont Seminar Center with seminar and training spaces for 15 to around 100 persons, and the Flem (upper) level with
Boardroom in the Belle Epoque Pavillon. The biggest hotel park in Switzerland is the ideal starting point for activities
programs of every sort: from culinary events to team building experiences to sporty highlights, everything is possible. Our
event team offers comprehensive support services from one source – for events that participants will think back on
fondly.
6 Restaurants, 6 Bars
Whether in the gourmet
restaurant Epoca or in
the rustic fondue cellar,
in the Chinese or the
Italian restaurant: with
six restaurants Waldhaus
Flims celebrates a rich
variety of culinary
enjoyment. And
afterwards, various bars
offer social relaxation.

Relaxation and vitality
Whether enjoying the
bathing world with
indoor and outdoors
pools, special beauty
treatments, the sauna or
fitness: as one of the
«Leading Spas of the
World» delight spa &
beauty combines all
facets of innovative spa
culture over 2500 square
meters.

Belle Epoque charm
The historic pavillon from
1904 offers a sunny,
inviting terrace, and
under the meticulously
renovated Belle Epoque
ceiling, The Bistro lounge
makes coffee breaks a
pleasure. The Belle
Epoque ballroom is
suitable for conferences,
banquets or concerts of
up to 300 persons.

Versatile activities
program
The biggest hotel park in
Switzerland, the unique
Graubunden mountains:
countless possibilities for
individual activities
programs await you –
from culinary pleasures
to cultural highlights to
sporty adventures.

The perfect place for every event
With the new Waldhaus Arena, Flims is among the most important congress centers in the Swiss Alps. In winter one
of the most modern curling arenas in Europe, from April to December a multi-functional events venue. The
Waldhaus Arena is suitable for:
Large congresses
Musicals
Trade fairs

Concerts
Road shows
Fashion shows

Gala events
General meetings
Banquets

Capacities
Conference seating
800 persons

Theater
1600 persons

Banquet
800 persons

Product presentations
Exhibitions

Waldhaus Arena: state-of-the-art on three levels
Ground level
1 Main entrance
2 Entrance hall, foyer
3 Reception
4 Office
5 Coat check
6 Lift to tribune and lower level
7 Stairs to tribune
8 Stairs to lower level
9 Pub
10 Restaurant
11 Kitchen
12 WC Women
13 WC Men
Lower level
14 Seminar spaces Shot 1+2
15 Coat check
Upper level
16 Tribune
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